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CASH CROP
Cash Crop was the main sustainer of the Nigerian economy’s GDP during the 1950s and ’60s which was aided by
investments from both the public and the private sector. With aid of diversification, research and extension services,
it was targeted at the export market. It brought in a lot of revenue. It skyrocketed Nigeria’s economy into the
limelight, it’s viewed as a tourist’s attraction and a symbol of wealth.

Groundnut Pyramid

Cocoa House

Rubber Tree

Oil Palm Plantation

During that period, Nigeria became the largest producer of groundnuts, palm oil, rubber and the second largest
producer of cocoa among others, but in recent times, production of these cash crops has declined.

-------------------------------------------- Land Preparation For Cash Crop --------------------------------------------

In the 60s, 420,000 tonnes of cocoa was produced while 367,000 tonnes is produced presently. This has been the
trend with other cash crops. For this reason, Agro-Park has introduced the “GREEN ASSET” which is a long
term agricultural asset management investment. While you earn returns on your investment you can also put
Nigeria back where it belongs.

CASHEW

OIL PALM
Total Investment

Total Payout

Total Investment

Total Payout

N 1,449,500

N 19,432,825

N 1,208,500

N 14,969,600

also available

- Instalment Payment - Subscription in Acres

Farm Updates
FISHERY

feeding

Cat-Fish

Smoking

Smoked Fish

Processing

Smoked Fish in Chiller/shelf

PREPARATION OF NATURAL POULTRY FEED

Preparation Of Natural Poultry Feed

Preparation Of Natural Poultry Feed

Planting of Turmeric

Chili Nursery

Grinding

Feeding Of Birds

Basil Nursery

Farm Project

Treatment of pig

Wetting of Pigs

Sow & Her Piglets

Piglet

Cleaning of Pen

Pigs Feeding

RABBITS

EQUIPMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL PARK

Feeding & Management Of Rabbits

REEL IRRIGATION MACHINE 1 & 2

Watering Using The Reel
Irrigation Machine

INDUSTRIAL PARK
Adding Value to agricultural produce is important not just to the produce’s shelf life, taste or quality but also it allows it to
gain entry into the international market when done in the right manner. Agro-Park is putting together it’s Industrial Park
and we want to let you in on the journey.

EQUIPMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL PARK

BANOW SPICES AVAILABLE FOR SALE
Banow spice brings the potency of Nigerian herbs and spices which has been underutilized over time. Our organically
cultivated herbs and spices are processed with no additives or preservative rather they have a longer shelf life with the
healthy advantages of using Nigerian herbs and spices as for medicine, cooking, and pleasure. Coming soon are different
seasonings such as pepper soup flavour, jollof rice seasoning powder, chicken seasoning powder, fried rice seasoning
powder, ginger flakes, and many more.

BANOW CHILI PEPPER

ALL BANOW SPICES PACK

BANOW SCENT LEAVE

BANOW TURMERIC
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